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SUMMARY

OBJECTIVE: This study aims at investigating the expressions of TOLL-like receptor 4 (TLR-4) and matrix metalloproteinase 9 (MMP-9)/tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase 1 (TIMP-1) in pulmonary blood vessels with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and their relationships with pulmonary vascular remodelling (PVR).

METHODS: 60 para-tumour tissues were divided into the COPD group and the control group (n=30); the inflammations, pulmonary artery wall area/total artery area (WA%), and wall thickness/vascular outer diameter (WT%) were compared. The expressions of TLR-4, MMP-9/TIMP-1, and PCNA in pulmonary vascular smooth muscle cells were detected, and their relationships with PVR were then analysed.

RESULTS: The inflammations (1.6±0.8), WA% (44.0±6.4), and WT% (27.3±3.3) in the COPD group were higher than in the control group (0.3±0.5, 26.1±2.8, 15.6±1.8), and the expressions of TLR-4 (31.4±14.7) and MMP-9/TIMP-1 (2.2±2.6) were increased compared to the control group (4.7±4.5, 1.9±1.2). Correlation analysis: TLR-4 and MMP-9/TIMP-1 were positively correlated with the inflammations (r=0.18, P<0.01), WA% (r=0.68, P<0.01), and WT% (r=0.73, P<0.01), as well as positively correlated with the expression of PCNA (r=0.44, P<0.01); the upregulation of TLR-4 was positively correlated with the expressions of MMP-9 and TIMP-1.

CONCLUSIONS: The upregulation of TLR-4 in the pulmonary arterial smooth muscle cells of COPD patients could promote the inflammations and the MMP-9 expression, thus causing abnormal degradation of extracellular matrix, so it played an important role in the process of PVR.


INTRODUCTION

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) has become an increasingly serious global health issue, and the World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that COPD will rank the fifth of the worldwide disease burdens by 2020; multi-regional epidemiological surveys in China showed that the prevalence rate of COPD in people over 40 years old was 8.2%, and the prevalence increased significantly in older people. As a progressive disease, its main characteristics are inflammations and lung function deterioration, and the pathological fea-
tures are mainly emphysema, mucus hypersecretion, chronic inflammations in airway and vessels, and remodelling. TOLL-like receptors (TLR) are an important class of pattern recognition receptors, as the main receptors mediating the lipopolysaccharide or endotoxin signal transductions, which originate from the outer membrane of the cell wall of Gram-negative bacteria, TLR could activate signal transduction pathways, induce the expressions of a variety of immune responsive genes, and is involved in the occurrence and development of COPD and other inflammatory diseases.\(^2\)\(^-\)\(^5\) It has been proven that the high expression of TLR-4 could cause lung cells to produce a variety of inflammatory cytokines, interfere the Th1/Th2 balance, thus inducing such common respiratory diseases characterized by bronchial spasm, obstruction, inflammatory cell infiltration and destruction; furthermore, it could regulate the expressions of matrix metalloproteinase 9 (MMP-9)/tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase 1 (TIMP-1) in multiple ways.\(^6\)-\(^12\) MMP-9 is an important enzyme regulating the synthesis and degradation of extracellular matrix, and TIMP-1 is the specific inhibitor of MMP-9, synthesized and secreted by macrophages, endothelial cells, fibroblasts, tumour cells, etc., and could inhibit the activities of MMP-9 mainly by blocking the self-activation of pro-matrix metalloproteinases, and specifically binding with Zn\(^{2+}\), located in the catalytic activity centre of MMP-9 and forming stable complex. The ratio imbalance between these two was closely related with the persistent activation of chronic airway inflammations, tissue damages, repairing and remodelling, and revascularization.\(^13\)-\(^15\) Currently, studies are mostly focused on airway inflammation, oxidative stress, and airway remodelling, etc., and less on pulmonary vascular remodelling (PVR); furthermore, these studies used more animals or in vitro cultured pulmonary arterial smooth muscle cells, which are different from human specimens, so the results would be different. This study used human specimens as subject, aiming at reflecting the actual expression situations of COPD-related factors. By detecting the expressions of TLR-4 and MMP-9/TIMP-1 in pulmonary vascular smooth muscle cells, combined with detecting the related indexes, this study explored the roles of their expressions in the PVR process, thus providing new theoretical basis for further clarifying the mechanisms of PVR in COPD.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Study population**

The lung tissues were sampled from male patients with well-differentiated squamous cell carcinoma in the department of thoracic surgery of our hospital from January 2012 to May 2013. After measuring the lung functions before surgery, all patients were divided into the COPD group and the control group (30 cases each) according to the diagnosis and treatment standards of COPD.\(^16\) Patients with lung malfunctions caused by airway-obstructing tumour were excluded, and the enrolled COPD patients had no other lung disease or chronic disease in other systems. The patients in the COPD group were in a stable stage, and the age difference between the two groups was not significant; no other systemic disease existed. This study was conducted in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki. This study was conducted with approval from the Ethics Committee of the Qingdao University. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants.

The normal periphery tissues that were over 5 cm away from the lung tumour and not infiltrated were selected, followed by formalin fixation, ethanol dehydration, xylene hyalinization, paraffin embedding, and preparation of 3 μm paraffin slices. The tissue specimens’ properties were confirmed by pathologists.

**Hematoxylin-Eosin (HE) staining**

The pulmonary morphological and structural changes were observed under an optical microscope, and 100-500 μm in diameter arteries were selected for semi-quantitatively evaluation of the levels of arterial wall and surrounding inflammatory cell infiltration. Scoring criteria: no inflammatory cell infiltration: 0 point; minor inflammatory cell infiltration: 1 point; more inflammatory cell infiltration and even distribution, but not gathered into clumps: 3 points; many inflammatory cell infiltration gathered into clumps: 4 points; five small pulmonary arteries with relatively round cross-section were then randomly selected for Dotslide imaging and measurement of inner and outer diameters of pulmonary arterioles, wall thickness, and wall area, and then WT% and WA% were calculated.
Immunohistochemically staining

The PV two-step method of immunohistochemically staining was used, and the operations were performed strictly according to the kit instructions. Rabbit anti-human MMP-9 polyclonal-antibody, rabbit anti-human TIMP-1 polyclonal-antibody and mouse anti-human PCNA were obtained from ZSGB-BIO (Beijing, China), rabbit anti-TLR4 antibody was obtained from BIOSS (Beijing, China). All other chemicals used were of the best commercially available grade. Each slice was randomly collected, five pulmonary arteries with 100–500 μm in diameter (×400); the positive expression of MMP-9 and TIMP-1 was characterized as brown cytoplasm, and that of TLR4 was buffy cytoplasm and/or cell membrane; the percentage of the cells with positive MMP-9, TIMP-1 and TLR-4 to the overall pulmonary vascular smooth muscle cells were then observed and counted. Proliferating Cell Nuclear Antigen (PCNA) was synthesized in nuclei, and the cells appearing brown granules were proliferating; the percentage of the cells with positive PCNA to the overall pulmonary vascular smooth muscle cells were then counted. The overexpression of PCNA indicated active cell proliferation and apoptosis reduction.

Statistical analysis

The data was analysed using SPSS17.0 statistical software. The measurement data was expressed as mean±standard deviation (x±s). The intergroup comparison method used the t test, and the related indicators were compared using the Pearson correlation analysis, with P<0.05 considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Characteristics of the study groups

All the patients were male, and there was no statistically significant age difference (P>0.05). The lung function, percentage of the first second forced expiratory volume to the estimated value (FEV1%), percentage of the first second forced expiratory volume to the forced vital capacity (FEV1/FVC%) in the COPD group were significantly lower than in the control group (P<0.01) (Figure 1).

Comparison of HE staining results

Under light microscope, the pulmonary vascular wall in the control group was complete and not thickened, without or with rare inflammatory cells around; the bronchial mucosa was intact, and the alveolar structures were normal. The lung vascular wall and surrounding tissues in the COPD group exhibited the infiltration of a large number of monocytes and lymphocytes, and the pulmonary vascular wall was significantly thickened. Compared with the control group, the patients in the COPD group exhibited significant inflammatory cell infiltration in pulmonary artery lumen and surrounding tissues, and the inflammation score was significantly higher (P<0.01); meanwhile, the arterial wall was thickened, the lumen was narrowed, and smooth muscle proliferation and collagen deposition appeared significantly; WT% and WA% in the COPD group were significantly higher than in the control group (P<0.01) (Table 1).

TABLE 1. RESULTS OF LUNG TISSUE IMAGE ANALYSIS IN THE TWO GROUPS (X±S)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Inflammation score</th>
<th>WT%±s</th>
<th>WA%±s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.3±0.5</td>
<td>15.6±1.8</td>
<td>26.1±2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPD</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.6±0.8</td>
<td>27.3±3.3</td>
<td>44.0±6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td></td>
<td>-7.824</td>
<td>-17.140</td>
<td>-13.949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Comparison of basic situation and lung functions between the two groups (x±s).
Comparison of immunohistochemically results

The immunohistochemically results showed that the expression levels of TLR4, MMP-9, TIMP-1, and PCNA in the pulmonary vascular smooth muscle cells of the COPD group were significantly higher \((P<0.01)\) (Table 2).

Correlation analysis

The expression of TLR-4 in pulmonary vascular smooth muscle cells was positively related with the PVR-associated indicators \((WT\%, \, WA\%)\) \((r=0.73, \, 0.68, \, P<0.01)\), PCNA \((r=0.44, \, P<0.01)\), inflammations \((r=0.48, \, P<0.01)\), and MMP-9/TIMP-1 ratio \((r=0.18, \, P<0.01)\) (Table 3).

DISCUSSION

Chronic pulmonary vascular inflammations caused inflammation injuries, and repair-caused extracellular matrix increasing, proliferation of smooth muscle cells, hypertrophy of pulmonary artery muscles, stenosis, and blood vessel elasticity decreasing would cause PVR and pulmonary hypertension, as well as eventually result in the occurrence of ventricular remodelling and pulmonary heart disease. Chronic inflammations play an important role in PVR. Researches had shown that mild COPD patients without hypoxia and long-term smokers not meeting the diagnostic criteria already had significant pulmonary vascular inflammations, and abnormal pulmonary vascular structures and PVR could also be seen. Sustained inflammation activation would release a variety of inflammatory mediators, thus promoting the activation of a variety of inflammatory cells; the interactions among cells could produce a variety of cytokines, which would then act on the pulmonary vascular smooth muscle cells and endothelial cells, promoting the proliferation of stromal cells, repetitively carrying out injury-repair processes, and involved in PVR. It was confirmed that the increased inflammatory cells in lung tissues were positively correlated with the destruction degree of lung parenchyma, as well as closely related to the degree of airflow restriction. With the aggravation of the disease and the declining of the lung functions, the number of inflammatory cells in lung tissues were increased. This study showed that the pulmonary vascular wall and surrounding tissues of COPD patients exhibited a large number of inflammatory cell infiltration, the pulmonary vascular wall was significantly thickened, the smooth muscle cells exhibited significant hypertrophy, the intercellular substances were increased, and the lumen was narrowed, namely exhibiting significant PVR. Image analysis showed that, compared with the non-COPD group, the inflammation score, WT\%, and WA\% in the COPD group were significantly higher \((P<0.01)\), and the inflammation score was positively correlated with WT\% and WA\% \((P<0.01)\). The inflammations in pulmonary vessels might occur in early COPD stage, and the inflammatory cells might migrate from the bronchial arteries, thus directly or indirectly contributing to PVR.

Vascular inflammations were also closely related with the expression of TLR-4. Toll-like receptors (TLRs) belong to the recognition receptors of pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), and could recognize PAMPs, thus activating the intracellular signalling pathways, promoting the release of inflammatory factors, and closely relating to the human innate

### TABLE 2. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICALLY POSITIVE CELL RATIOS IN THE TWO GROUPS (X±S)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>TLR4 (%)</th>
<th>MMP-9 (%)</th>
<th>TIMP-1 (%)</th>
<th>MMP-9/TIMP-1 (%)</th>
<th>PCNA (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.7±4.5</td>
<td>5.5±6.1</td>
<td>4.1±4.2</td>
<td>1.9±1.2</td>
<td>9.4±4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPD</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31.4±14.7</td>
<td>39.2±24.0</td>
<td>32.8±22.4</td>
<td>2.2±2.6</td>
<td>26.8±15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 3. CORRELATION BETWEEN TLR4(%) AND WT%,WA%,PCNA(%), MMP-9/TIMP-1, INFLAMMATION SCORE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TLR4 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT %</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA %</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCNA (%)</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMP-9/TIMP-1</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflammation score</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
immunity and acquired immunity. Presently, TLR4 has been much studied; TLR4 is the main receptor of Gram-negative bacterial lipopolysaccharide, and its high-expression is associated with a variety of diseases; it could promote inflammations thus exacerbating disease severities. The TLR4 signal transduction pathways could be divided into the myeloid differentiation factor 88 (MyD88)-dependent and non-dependent pathways, in which the former is mainly through activating NF-κB, and then starting gene transcriptions and promoting the expressions of inflammatory factors; the latter is through binding the TLR-4 intracellular Toll-IL-1 receptor domain with the respective molecules, thus inducing the interferon regulatory factors to enter the nuclei, followed by promoting the maturation of dendritic cells and the expression of interferon. The overexpression of TLR-4 gene in pulmonary cells might be caused by producing interferon and various inflammatory cytokines, thus participating in the chronic inflammations of COPD, inducing the influx of inflammatory cells, changing the lung vascular permeability, promoting the increasing of matrix metalloproteinase and other active substances, and further exacerbating the injury-repair process. The inflammatory cytokines produced by a variety of inflammatory cells, as well as the pathological changes of vascular endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells, fibroblasts, etc., are the leading cause for PVR. The accumulation of inflammatory cells and the production of inflammatory cytokines are closely related to the expression of TLR4. This study showed that the expression of TLR-4 in the COPD group was significantly increased, and the inflammatory cell infiltration was more significant; its expression level was positively correlated with WA% and WT%, and closely related to the expression of PCNA, suggesting that TLR-4 participated in the COPD inflammation, and was closely related to the proliferation of lung vascular smooth muscles. Some scholars found that simvastatin could inhibit the protein expressions of NF-κB, MUC5AC, and TLR-4 in the airway and lung tissues, thereby reducing the roles of airway inflammations and airway mucus hypersecretion.

The upregulation of TLR-4 and its ligands could affect the metabolic balance of extracellular matrix, and participate in PVR. TLR-4 could induce the apoptosis of matrix-producing cells by the Fas-associated death domain pathways, resulting in the reduction of extracellular matrix; on the other hand, TLR-4 could induce macrophages to secrete MMP-9 so as to break down extracellular matrix. MMP-9 is one member of the matrix metalloproteinases family, with its substrates mainly as gelatine, elastic fibres, and type IV, V, VII, and X collagens. MMP-9 could regulate cell adhesion, act on extracellular components or other protein components, thus involved in pathophysiological processes as angiogenesis, tissue remodelling, embryogenesis, or wound healing. The results of this study showed that the expression of MMP-9 in the COPD group was significantly increased, and positively correlated with the expression of TLR-4; TLR-4 regulated the expression of MMP-9 via the NF-κB activation pathway. The increased expression of MMP-9 in vascular smooth muscle cells would disturb the metabolism of extracellular matrix in vascular walls, promote the proliferation and migration of vascular smooth muscles, thus resulting in the vascular wall thickening and lumen stenosis. TIMP-1 is the specific inhibitor of MMP-9, and could be synthesized and secreted by a variety of inflammatory cells and lung structural cells; it might inhibit the MMP-mediated endothelial cell migration, and inhibit the angiogenesis. Since it has cell growth factor-like effects, it could promote the collagen synthesis and fibroblast proliferation, inhibit the extracellular matrix (ECM) degradation, and promote its deposition. The increased ratio of MMP-9/TIMP-1 was found to be related with a variety of lung diseases. Some scholars found the imbalanced MMP-9/TIMP-1 ratio in the sputum of COPD patients, which was significantly increased in acute exacerbation, suggesting that it was related to the lung tissue remodelling. The results of this study showed a significant increase of the MMP-9/TIMP-1 ratio in the COPD group, as well as the high expressions of MMP-9 and TIMP-1 in the wall smooth muscle cells, indicating that in the vascular wall of COPD patients there was the imbalance of proteases - anti-proteases; due to the imbalance of these two, the pulmonary vessels were damaged, and the repairing balance was also destroyed. Therefore, the occurrence and development of PVR were accelerated. Some scholars also found that in the rat model with monocrotaline-induced right ventricular hypertrophy, the degrees of pulmonary arterial muscularization and collagen deposition were related with the high expressions of MMP-9 and TIMP-1-proteins, consistent with the results of this study.

The etiology and pathogenesis of PVR in COPD are involved in many factors, and the specific mechanisms are not fully understood, yet. This study
showed that inflammations might be the initiating factor of PVR appearing in early COPD, and the up-regulation of TLR-4 might exacerbate the inflammations, as well as promote the expression of MMP-9 to be increased. Therefore, the MMP-9/TIMP-1 ratio was significantly increased, followed by the metabolic disorders of ECM in vascular walls and the induced proliferation of pulmonary vascular smooth muscles, which all played important roles in the process of PVR. This study used human specimens, unlike animal-only studies. Patients with severe COPD could not tolerate surgeries due to their fragile hearts and lung functions, so their lung tissues are difficult to obtain. Therefore, this study still lacked the corresponding expression data of the above pulmonary vascular smooth muscle cell-associated factors. Meanwhile, this study was only in mild-moderate COPD patients, so it had some limitations; however, through further studying the mechanisms of PVR in COPD, this study provided more evidence for the treatment of PVR. When inhibiting inflammatory responses, physical or chemical methods could be performed to intervene the expression of TLR-4, and this might become an effective way towards the prevention and treatment of PVR, pulmonary hypertension, and pulmonary heart disease.
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